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Abstract

People have claimed to understand the empirical and moral principles
of politics for thousands of years. These assertions have never escaped
contention. This book is about some of the empirical and moral general-
izations arrived at with the tools that comprise what might be called the
new political science. The book deals with the findings directly. It also
explores how one justifies such claims. It reveals how the quality of the
justification helps to determine the quality of the claims. The foundations
used to develop the arguments, or justifications, are those of rational
choice and social justice theories. But one usually needs more than reason
to establish (or, for that matter, to disestablish) claims of knowledge about
politics. Empirical findings, especially those gleaned from careful labora-
tory experiments, are introduced to help the reader evaluate the validity of
the claims. The principles discussed improve our understanding of con-
cepts such as social welfare, collective action, altruism, distributive justice,
group interest, democratic performance, and more. The methods
employed help us understand what is universal to all of politics. This
volume zeros in on these universals with an eye to both the empirical
problems and the normative conundrums of politics.
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Propositions and Corollaries

Throughout, empirical propositions are in bold; corrolaries are not. Both
are in small caps. Normative propositions (in bold) and corollaries (not
bold) are italicized.

AN UNORGANIZED GROUP CANNOT OPTIMALLY SATISFY ITS SHARED OR

COLLECTIVE INTERESTS. page 27
a group can only get members to contribute to solve its

shared problems by providing incentives independent of the

public good. page 27
INDIVIDUALS DON’T HAVE AN INCENTIVE TO GIVE THEIR TRUE VALUATION

OF A PUBLIC GOOD. page 28
for groups of people to meet their shared needs over

time they must have the freedom to organize themselves politi-

cally. page 28
THE LARGER THE GROUP, THE FURTHER FROM OPTIMAL WILL BE THE

AMOUNT OF A PUBLIC GOOD WHICH AN UNORGANIZED GROUP WILL SUPPLY

ITSELF. page 29
THE FURTHER FROM OPTIMAL THE GROUP IS WITHOUT ORGANIZATION,

THE GREATER WOULD BE THE POTENTIAL PROFIT IN ORGANIZING THE GROUP

TO SATISFY THEIR COMMON INTERESTS OR TO SUPPLY THEM WITH PUBLIC

GOODS. page 29
politics is potentially more profitable for political leaders

in larger groups. page 29
political competition will be stiffer in larger groups. page 29
in most collective action problems there will be a breakeven

point, such that if more than the breakeven number of people can
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be organized to give, they will find it reasonable to give, even

though they had a dominant strategy to not give. page 31
political leaders can usually succeed in turning a collective

action dilemma into something of a collective success by organ-

izing just a subgroup of individuals. page 31
WHEN PEOPLE CARE ABOUT THE FUTURE PAYOFFS FROM INTERACTIONS

THAT ARE REPEATED, THERE IS SUBSTANTIALLY GREATER POTENTIAL FOR

COOPERATION IN PROBLEMS OF COLLECTIVE ACTION. page 37
people who are transitory members of groups (short timers)

are less likely to behave cooperatively to solve collective

action problems. page 37
sometimes political leaders can succeed by turning a collec-

tive action dilemma into an assurance game, and then by organ-

izing a sufficient subgroup, generating a bandwagon effect in

the group as a whole. page 44
effective political leaders engineer situations to expand the

range over which a contribution will make a difference. page 48
effective political leaders encourage individuals to believe

the probability that their contribution will make a big differ-

ence is high. page 48
INDIVIDUALS HAVE A DISCOUNTED INTEREST IN ACQUIRING INFORMATION

ABOUT POLITICAL AFFAIRS AND WILL, IN GENERAL, REMAIN RATIONALLY

IGNORANT REGARDING POLITICS. page 50
the wealthy will be better politically informed than the

poor. therefore, without mass organizations such as unions or

class-based parties, the poor, more often than the wealthy, will

misidentify their political interests. page 51
democracies are not likely to have much better foreign pol-

icies than non-democracies; the benefits from democracy will

mainly be in their improved domestic policies. page 51
political behavior by citizens (although not leaders) can be

expected to be substantially more amoral and irresponsible

than their economic and personal behavior. page 52
the greater the costs of acquiring information from compet-

ing sources, the larger will be the moral gap between political

and personal behavior. page 52
If common-pool resources that are vital to life are to be privatized,

then programs are required to ensure the less fortunate economic security
or access to these resources in times of shortages when prices are liable to
rise. page 55

x Propositions and Corollaries
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a small group of intensely motivated individuals is far more

likely to take action to achieve a shared goal than is a large

group of individuals who are each not very seriously affected

by the outcome. page 56
turnout will be higher in elections that appear to be closer

and where the stakes are larger. page 59
turnout will go down when voting becomes more inconven-

ient or more costly. page 59
WITH SINGLE-PEAKED PREFERENCES IN ONE DIMENSION, THE EQUILIBRIUM

OUTCOME OF A MAJORITY RULE, PAIRWISE VOTE WILL BE THE MOST

PREFERRED (OR IDEAL) POINT OF THE MEDIAN VOTER. page 68
with single-peaked preferences in one dimension, and pairwise

majority rule, the median voter’s most preferred (or ideal)

point will be the core. page 69
the alternative closer to the median will always win in pair-

wise majority rule. page 69
MAJORITY RULE, WHEN ALL VOTERS HAVE SINGLE-PEAKED PREFERENCES,

DELIVERS PARETIAN, OR OPTIMAL, RESULTS. page 70
in simple two-party elections, candidates will have a strong

tendency toadopt a positionnear thatof themedianvoter.page 71
in primaries there will be a tendency for the competitors to

adopt positions near the middle of the distribution of their

own party’s voters. given consistency and credibility require-

ments, there may be limited room to move away from that posi-

tion toward that of the median voter. page 71
IF THERE ARE ONLY TWO PARTIES IN AN ELECTION, AND BOTH TAKE AN

UNAMBIGUOUS STAND ABOUT THE ISSUES OF THE DAY, THE PARTIES MAY

EACH BE REPRESENTED BY A SINGLE POINT IN SOME LARGER

(MULTIDIMENSIONAL) SPACE. VOTERS CAN BE EXPECTED TO SUPPORT THE

PARTY WITH THE POSITION CLOSEST TO THEM. page 73
when there is a bicameral legislature and the distribution of

voters varies between the chambers of the legislature, then

which chamber decides first may determine whether the status

quo will prevail, as well as what can replace it. page 76
INTRODUCING CHECKS AND BALANCES RESTRICTS THE RESPONSIVENESS OF

THE SYSTEM TO THE NEEDS, WELFARE, AND PREFERENCES OF THE MEDIAN

VOTER. page 79
WHEN ISSUES ARE MULTIDIMENSIONAL, MAJORITY RULE CAN LEAD TO

RESULTS THAT ARE NOT PARETO OPTIMAL. page 83

Propositions and Corollaries xi
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IN GENERAL, WITH SINGLE-PEAKED PREFERENCES IN MORE THAN ONE

DIMENSION THERE IS NO POINT THAT WILL BE IN EQUILIBRIUM WITH THE

USE OF MAJORITY RULE. page 84
in multidimensional situations and using majority rule, pref-

erences are likely to support voting cycles. page 85
in general, with single-peaked preferences in more than one

dimension and the use of majority rule, there is no point that

will be in the core: the core will be empty. page 85
WITH A SET OF ALTERNATIVES THAT ARE IN MORE THAN ONE DIMENSION,

MAJORITY RULE CAN LEAD A GROUP TO CHOOSE OUTCOMES THAT ARE

ANYWHERE IN THE ALTERNATIVE SPACE. page 86
WITH MAJORITY RULE, ANY SUBOPTIMAL OUTCOME IS LIKELY TO BE

REPLACED BY ONE THAT IS CLOSER TO THE PARETO SET AND, HENCE,
PREFERRED BY ALL. page 86

special majority rules can help stabilize gains that groups

can achieve in the making of binding decisions with democratic

rules. page 87
in general when the placement of “bads” are the subject of

collective decisions, placement will be far from the physical

location of the predominant cluster of voters. if there is no

such cluster, it will still be placed at or near the edge of the

possible space. page 89
DEMOCRATIC PROCESSES AMONG PROFESSIONAL POLITICIANS LEAD TO

OUTCOMES IN PREDICTABLE RANGES EVEN IF THEY CANNOT BE SPECIFIED

MORE EXACTLY. WITH WIDE LATITUDE OF ARRANGEMENTS THESE RANGES

TEND TO THE CENTER OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE VOTER’S IDEAL POINTS

AND CAN BE EXPECTED TO BE WITHIN THE UNCOVERED SET. page 92
WHEN WE FACE EXTERNALITIES, ONLY WHEN A PARETIAN BARGAIN IS IN

EQUILIBRIUM CAN WE EXPECT INDIVIDUAL RATIONAL BEHAVIORAL

OUTCOMES TO GENERATE OPTIMALITY. page 102
faced with externalities, governmental action is as likely to

be necessary to achieve good social outcomes as not. page 102
IN MOST PUBLIC GOOD SITUATIONS THE SUPPLIER IS A NATURAL

MONOPOLIST. page 103
competition among would-be suppliers of public goods is

about replacement rather than market share. page 103
The first requirement of any decent political system is to ensure political

succession not be contested in a manner that jeopardizes the welfare of the
general population. page 103

xii Propositions and Corollaries
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NON-DEMOCRATIC GOVERNMENT BY SELF-INTERESTED RULERS CAN LEAD

TO A PROSPEROUS CITIZENRY. FOR CIVILIZATION TO THRIVE, DEMOCRACY IS

NOT NECESSARY BUT GOVERNMENT MUST HAVE AN INCENTIVE FOR THE

POPULATION TO THRIVE. page 104
INCREASED COSTS OF A NON-DEMOCRATIC RULER’S COALITION INCREASES

THE RULER’S RAPACIOUSNESS AND HURTS THE WELL-BEING OF THE CITIZENS.
page 105

the larger the democratic (majoritarian) coalition that

rules, the more their incentives will coincide with those of

the citizenry. page 105
BETTER OUTCOMES FOR BENEFICIARIES REQUIRE THAT THEIR INTERESTS

IMPACT THE REWARD STREAM OF AGENTS. page 108
INSTITUTIONAL DESIGN TO INCREASE COMMITMENT TO POLICY DECISIONS

IMPLIES A DECREASE IN POLITICAL RESPONSIVENESS. page 109
DEMOCRACY IS EASIER TO ACHIEVE FROM A POLITICAL STRUGGLE

INVOLVING REGIME CHANGE WHEN CAPITAL IS MOBILE AND THE SOCIETY IS

RELATIVELY EGALITARIAN. page 110
WHEN INDIVIDUALS HAVE RIGHTS AND WHEN THEIR BEHAVIOR IS OF

GREATER IMPORTANCE TO OTHERS THAN TO THEMSELVES, AND THEIR

PREFERENCES ARE IN CONFLICT, PARETO OPTIMALITY MAY BE SACRIFICED.
page 115

WHEN THE GOVERNMENTAL BOUNDARIES DON’T MATCH THE

BOUNDARIES OF THE BENEFIT GROUP FOR THE PUBLIC GOODS BEING

SUPPLIED, ONE CAN EXPECT A PARETO SUBOPTIMAL OUTCOME. page 118
ALLOWING SUBGROUPS OF BENEFICIARIES TO SET UP A LOCAL AUTHORITY TO

IMPROVE THE DELIVERY OF PUBLIC GOODS FOR THEMSELVESWILL USUALLY HAVE

REDISTRIBUTIVE CONSEQUENCES THAT CONFLICT WITH NOTIONS OF FAIRNESS.
page 119

COMPULSORY VOTING LEADS TO LESS POLARIZATION OF PLATFORMS. page
121

Compulsory voting leads to platforms that, as a set, better reflect the
values of the population as a whole. page 121

Any acceptable conception of social well-being requires that individu-
als’ welfare be comparable. page 129

No one, in general, is in a better position than the individual to gain
direct knowledge of what is good for herself based on observation, dis-
cussion, consultation, and inward reflection. page 132

In a democracy the social good is inextricably wound up with the well-
being of the citizenry. page 132

Propositions and Corollaries xiii
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Individual welfare is given an implicit moral status in democracies: it is
good. page 133

without interpersonal comparisons, we will be unable to do

more than seek pareto optimality when deciding what is better

for the group. page 137
WHERE EACH VOTER IS FREE TO PROPOSE NEW ALTERNATIVES, PURELY

DISTRIBUTIVE ISSUES CYCLE IF THE JUDGMENTS ARE BASED ON SIMPLE SELF-
INTEREST. page 142

EFFECTIVE VOTE-TRADING REQUIRES AN UNDERLYING CYCLIC

PREFERENCE PATTERN. page 142
POLITICAL OUTCOMES ARE NOT EXPLICABLE BY THE PREFERENCES OF THE

VOTERS AND THE VOTING RULES ALONE. RATHER EXPLANATION REQUIRES

CONSIDERATION OF THE STRATEGIES VOTERS CHOOSE, ALONG WITH THE

RULES OF THE POLITICAL INSTITUTIONS THAT GOVERN THE AGENDA. page
142

the choice of voting rules will make a substantial difference

in the quality, responsiveness, and stability of the outcomes

that the group chooses. page 148
PEOPLE WANT A FLOOR OF SUPPORT SO ALL MAY BE ABLE TO MEET THEIR

BASIC NEEDS. page 157
democratic governments are in part legitimated by meeting

their custodial obligations to their citizens. page 158
Democratic governments have an obligation to ensure conditions are

met so the basic needs of their citizenry can be satisfied. page 158

xiv Propositions and Corollaries
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Preface

Politics is the subject of this volume. We can think of politics as those
activities and behaviors associated with a group reaching “collective deci-
sions” and with individuals undertaking “collective actions.” The true
origin of politics may never be established. Some might believe it comes
from our having fallen from grace by eating the forbidden fruit in the
Garden of Eden.My perspective leads tomore empirical responses. Politics
arises because groups of people have to do things together to achieve
shared goals such as building a bridge or, under some circumstances,
even survival. There are things that we cannot achieve when we remain
“unorganized.” This is especially so when groups of individuals share a
desire for something costly that they would accomplish as a group.
Examples abound but include such things as roads, environmental protec-
tion, and law and order. In the social sciences these are known as “public
goods.”

To accomplish the objectives of securing public goods, leaders are
selected and rewarded, taxes are collected, and political competition arises.
Often, however, these are the very activities that get in the way and actually
prevent groups from getting things done in their own interest. This volume
explains why these sorts of contradictions occur: why politics is necessary,
but so often dysfunctional. Indeed, politics is often so nasty that some
people become anarchists and argue that politics can’t possibly be justified
by the welfare needs of the group members.

Formost of recorded history it was held that citizens were to support the
welfare of the rulers. In this book such an ethical justification of politics
and its hierarchies is reversed (as it has been by most political theorists
since Thomas Hobbes’ Leviathan, 1651). Democracies are predicated on
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the notion that the political is justified by the welfare of the citizens. This is
asserted and enshrined in the Declaration of Independence. It claims that
“all men are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with
certain unalienable rights, that among these are life, liberty and the pursuit
of happiness.” Then politics, or more specifically government, is asserted
to be related to these rights, which include happiness: “That to secure these
rights, governments are instituted among men, deriving their just powers
from the consent of the governed.”

One concern of this volume is to identify and explain the empirical and
normative principles implied by this simple perspective on politics. By
themselves, such normative principles aren’t a call to action. In medicine,
it is not enough to say we want people to be healthy. We must understand
disease. To control flooding rivers, we must understand hydraulics. To
design political institutions that support the welfare of individuals, we
must understand how individuals behave and how institutions work: we
must understand the patterns that are inherent in politics. So the second, and
indeed, primary, aim of this book is to give the reader an understanding of,
and that means an explanation for, the deep patterns of politics. To illus-
trate, these include the universal emergence of monopolistic governments,
the omnipresent wealth of political leaders, and the difficulty of holding
political leaders accountable including.

To understand the patterns of politics in a group, we build on under-
standing the behavior of individuals in the group.1 Many of the modern
explanations of the twists and turns that make up the purposive behavior
of individuals are premised on a relatively intuitive idea: When people
choose, their choices reflect their values and their constraints. Leverage
over this behavior is often obtained through the logic of rational choice
theory. It is perhaps counterintuitive that such a simple starting point can
shine a powerful light on our understanding of the behaviors of govern-
ments, political organizations, and individuals. But the reader will discover
it is so.

Indeed, the findings based on these theories are sufficiently broad to be
of concern to many politically active citizens of the world. Although the
main audience for this book is advanced undergraduates and graduate
students of political science and political economy, hopefully the explan-
ations are sufficiently clear to be of interest to the politically engaged
citizen. Here I present the field’s major substantive conclusions, with
some of their important and controversial implications. I also touch

1 This presumption is often called “methodological individualism.”
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upon some of the research frontiers and transmit a feel for the logic of the
arguments. Since the theoretical arguments are often mathematical, and I
do not wish the formalisms to get in the way of the substance, when they
are needed, I put much of those (simplified) arguments in “sidebars” and
present the arguments less technically in the main text.2

Not all of the foundations of this “new” political science are recent.
Rational choice theory has been around for a long time (certainly since
Adam Smith’s eighteenth-century foray onto the philosophical stage). But
until recently, mainly economists used the theory. Perhaps the nineteenth-
century division of the social sciences into their modern Anglo-Saxon
“departmental” identities led to this compartmentalization. Economists
focused narrowly on markets, and political scientists on governments.
Over the decades, the disciplines grew apart, but shortly before World
War II economists arrived at theoretical conclusions that once again made
the partial fusion of the fields somewhat possible.3

But the major expansion of the theory to cover political patterns grew
out of the post-WWII effort of a few economists to cover nonmarket
events. Their models ran into some difficulties and research to understand
the problems helped spawn a new branch of inquiry: experimental eco-
nomics. The rich crop we are currently reaping was sown by a few major
characters, most of whom established a number of what are now standard
subdisciplines within economics and the social sciences. The subfields
include public finance (and the theory of public goods developed by Paul
Samuelson, Economics Nobel laureate in 1970); game theory (begun by
John von Neumann, but given a radical twist by John Nash, Economics
Nobel laureate in 1994); experimental economics (begun by Vernon
Smith, whowas the Economics Laureate in 2002, andCharles Plott); social
choice theory (invented almost whole cloth by Kenneth Arrow, who was
the Economics Nobel laureate in 1972, and Duncan Black); and public
choice theory (Mancur Olson, James Buchanan, who was the Economics
Nobel laureate in 1986, Anthony Downs, and Gordon Tullock).

2 In the Introduction I discuss why the justification of one’s conclusions is important. This
“method” of argument is one of the main elements in the powerful growth of claimed
knowledge. How this “works” to expand knowledge is one of the main subjects of the
Introduction.

3 Some of the earliest modern forays into political studies were made by Smithies (1929) and
Hotelling (1941). They noted that rational choice theory could explain aspects of political
competition. They saw politicians as picking a point in political space to attract voters much
as shop owners choose to place a store in a town to pick up customers. Then von Neumann
(1944) developed a theory (of “games”) to explain, among other things, coalition formation
and strategic behavior – a topic of general concern to political scientists.
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Their insights, founded on a view of choice based on selfish calculation,
led to empirical anomalies. As such, researchers became concerned with
how individuals’ feelings toward others (loyalty, fairness, doing the right
thing) might be balanced with economists’ standard fare: the assumption
of self-interest. Such an expansion meant that some of the conclusions
needed to take into account what individuals thought to be fair, right, and
just. Thus, some other major threads of the new political economy butt up
against fields such as philosophy. There, theories of fairness and justice
developed by John Rawls, Amartya Sen (Economics Nobel laureate in
1998), and others added immeasurably to the mix. Psychologists also got
involved by considering how well rational choice theory fit into the obser-
vations they had made regarding personal choices. Notions both of
bounded rationality developed by Herbert Simon (a political scientist
and Economics Nobel laureate in 1978) and of prospect theory developed
by Daniel Kahneman (Economics Nobel laureate, 2002) and his research
partner, Amos Tversky (both psychologists) also added fundamentally to
our understandings. Since many of the choices we make involve gambles
and risk, we are enriched by the fundamental insights of those whoworked
on probability theory over the last few hundred years: individuals such as
von Neumann and Thomas Bayes (the eighteenth-century English mathe-
matician and Presbyterian minister).4 Finally, political scientists have also
worked on these threads to weave a wide tapestry covering parts of all the
traditional subfields of political science (for examples, see Riker, 1962 and
1982; Boix, 2003; Fearon, 1995 and 1998; Tsebelis, 2002; Lohmann,
1994 and 2000; Weingast, 1997; Miller and Hammond, 1990; Ostrom
(Economics Nobel laureate in 2009), 1990 and 1998; Shepsle and
Bonchek, 1997 – many of whose contributions will be discussed in this
volume).

These multiple strands lead to a completely new, theoretically coherent,
empirically powerful approach to the analysis of political events. The
analysis is of relevance to anyone trying to make sense of politics: journal-
ists, campaign advisors and other political strategists, citizens, and acad-
emicians.With these theoretical developments political science has been set
on a faster track: one in which the field is regularly finding new discoveries
and generalities relevant to old puzzles.

4 Bayes had the bright idea that people update their beliefs on the basis of evidence, and hence
that the fit of one’s beliefs with the “world” is likely to improve.
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Overview of the Book

Claims of new knowledge (both empirical and moral) regarding politics
have been made over the millennia. The new era finds not only that the
pace has picked up, but also that the consensus on research methods has at
least partially resolved some of the old contentious debates. Progress has
been made by requiring both logical justification for one’s theoretical
conclusions or propositions, and careful testing of the conclusions with
data from experiments and historical (or field) events and data.

The book is organized around the new conjectures and law-like propo-
sitions that have been made about politics and justified on the basis of the
theories of rational choice and social justice. These assertions are collected
together and tabulated in a table of propositions and corollaries. These
propositions are of three sorts, and are differentiated by their type style in
the text. All of them are offset in the text, with the major empirical claims in
BOLD SMALL CAPS. Secondary implications or corollaries of these principles are
distinguished by being shown in small caps but not bold. The general-
izations that are normative and concern traditional topics of political phi-
losophy are distinguished by being shown in bold italicswith the derivative
claims being displayed in italics but not in bold.

Although I make an effort to distinguish between those claims that have a
normative basis and those that are empirical, the membrane is not imper-
meable. Some of the universal claims that may appear to be normative have
to do with conjectures of universal empirical characteristics of moral judg-
ments. Such claims, though, with moral implications, are not listed as
normative conjectures. So to cite an example, let us say that we are consid-
ering a definition of fairness and someone says, “to understand what is fair,
you must reason impartially.” That is a normative claim (there can be other
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suggested bases for arriving at a fair choice). But if, when reasoning impar-
tially, all individuals come to a particular conclusion, that conclusion is not
normative. It would, however, reflect conditional normativeweight from the
asserted relation of fairness and impartial reasoning.

The book is divided into four parts and a substantive Introduction.
Although experimental findings are discussed somewhat throughout, in a
few chapters a separate section discusses evidence and questions that have
been raised about the central propositions in the chapter and identifies
some of the research frontiers that these imply. These sections are referred
to as Research Frontiers. Suggestions for further reading are included at
the end of each part.

So that the reader canunderstand the basis for the assertions, both evidence
and reasoning are discussed. More technical aspects of how the claims are
justified is usually limited but sometimes sketched in sidebars. Although I
discuss the quality of the justifications and claims, the reader should keep in
mind (with due deference to Descartes) that reason is insufficient grounds for
the establishment or, except by contradiction, the disestablishment, of claims
of knowledge. Although our understanding of how to judge theories, con-
jectures, and knowledge is still incomplete, we humans have learned a great
deal about how best to establish, and falsify, claims of knowledge.

Even if they remain incomplete, current standards of epistemology help us
understand what are to count as claims of knowledge and as candidates for
universal principles. These standards also yield guidelines for empirical
methods, which, in conjunction with reason, are required to establish our
understanding of scientific principles, whether of motion, energy, mass,
economics, or politics. Scientific methods have also been useful in improving
our understanding of a very wide range of human behavior and institutions:
markets, altruism, other-regardingness, distributive justice, moral points of
view, and the like. These methods can thus help us understand what if
anything is universal in the way of behavior and principles. The reader will
find the volume is oriented around the following questions: What practical
questions can we now find answers for? How do we justify our conclusions?

The Introduction has two goals, both of which are fundamental: First, it
establishes a common understanding for readers as to what is meant by
knowledge and similar methodological matters; and second, it sets up the
basic elements of the theory of rational choice. The volume then is organ-
ized in terms of the substance of politics. The book is meant to be a
complete guide to neither the understanding of rational choice theory
nor to politics. Rather, I introduce elements of the theory of rational choice
as needed to explain major findings of regularities in politics.
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Part I considers how the individual decides whether or not to engage in
collective action and the implications of these findings. The implications of
the theory of collective action will branch off into topics such as voter
behavior and information acquisition by the citizenry of democracies, as
well as some policy and institutional design issues.

But collective action is often premised on the collective, or group, coming
to a decision or choice for itself. Group decisionmaking becomes the subject
of Part II and is again central to Part IV. In Part II we pick up the notion,
introduced by Hotelling and Smithies (see footnote 3 of the Preface) that in
democracies much political decision making is determined by political
competition. We use their insights to think of the arena of political competi-
tion as a “space.” So doing helps us form expectations about collective
choice. Some of these implications inform us regarding institutional design.
Others force us to consider problems of achieving the goals of collective
choice. Presumably the goals of politics (if not politicians) include something
like the satisfying of citizens’ needs. The implications of spatial models for
these questions are the topic of Part II. But the topic is larger than spatial
models can accommodate and are raised again in Part IV of the volume.

How politics and the structures of governments both help and hinder us
in the achievement of getting what we want is much of what we consider in
Part III. There we consider why political “deals” and “bargains” often take
the form they do and how these can predictably affect the stability of
governments, political systems, and regimes.

All this analysis is related to satisfying the collective desires of citizens. It is
one thing to talk of the needs of individuals, but how are we to understand
collective needs and desires? We explore these questions in Part IV. Only
after coming to grips with the problem of aggregating individual choices and
needs can we fully explore the relation between institutional design and the
possibility of satisfying those needs. Once we are in the throes of such
questions as “what constitutes the needs of the people,” we must consider
the problem of social welfare more fully. Here we examine the more general
topic of social choice and its relationship to social welfare.

Such concerns regarding what we want from government place us in the
discourse of political philosophy. They require us to examine the substantive
notions behind social welfare. Are there general goals of democracies? And
if there are, how can specific institutional arrangements affect the achieve-
ment of social goals? These are the sorts of problemswe approachwith some
of the major implications of the theory for democratic governance. The
perspective allows us to consider whether different democratic structures
generate differences in the quality of performance of democratic regimes.
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